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          -   -   -   ±   ± (AB)                         Early tries - see AB.

 +       75mg AB 5/1/82 1:50PM=[0:00] - at [1-1:30] to a believable + - on through 
         afternoon. wire at ~[4] or so rekindled easy conversation. Relates action
         to that of MDMA.

 +       75mg AP 5/5/82 ~12noon=[0:00] - slow buildup to a + at about 2nd hr; held
         for a while - then drop off by 6-8. Feels promising.

 ±       75mg ATS 5/6/82 11:45PM=[0:00] reminded at [1:00] - threshold at best
         until about [4] when it was pretty much lost. Rediscovered notes - 
                         [1:30] still aware. [2:] to a +?

 1.5+    110mg AB 5/16/82 11:55AM=[0:00] - reports as 1.5+

 1.5+    150mg AB 8/8/82 - quiet build up to ~1-1/2+. at [3] - surprised it is so
         late - one KR done, only. [4:30] 1st drop [6] still noticeable. Much talk,
         and very well received.

  (++)   150mg ATS, AP 9/25/82 [1:00] AP++, ATS+, climbing quietly. [1:40] ATS
(1-1/2+) sl.>+, some teeth awareness, no erotic. [2:00] ATS stable +1-1/2 AP >+ ≥ -
         compares with MDOH. Music doesn't really connect. Thoughts stray. [3:00]
         AP stable, ATS + at best. Unsure of effects having been really there.
         [4:00] AP now 1-1/2+ over original baseline (not a good baseline) - ATS
         uncertain of residual effects. [5:00] AP +1 or less ATS clear - chase
         [with] LSD q.v. Very fast onset. See p469.

 >++     200mg ATS, AP, AB [+75 supplement] 11/4/82 11:30AM=[0:00] alert at :20 or
         :35, definitely developing at [:45] - a little teeth cl. [1:00] between
         + and ++ - no sensory, much like MDA or MDMA. [1:30] AP ~2.8+, ATS al.
         >++, AB >>++, had been sl. dizzy - walk clears up. all stable - leveled
         off [2:00] AP drop a trace? [2:10] supplement 75mg all. [2:40] feel
         reinforcement [3:50] dropping [4:20] down to +; ATS extreme teeth clench
         (> then [with] MDMA). chase [with] LSD q.v.
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